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Abstract—Based on the concept of infrastructure as a service,
optical network virtualization can facilitate the sharing of physi-
cal infrastructure among different users and applications. In this
paper, we design algorithms for both transparent and opaque vir-
tual optical network embedding (VONE) over flexible-grid elastic
optical networks. For transparent VONE, we first formulate an
integer linear programming (ILP) model that leverages the all-
or-nothing multi-commodity flow in graphs. Then, to consider the
continuity and consecutiveness of substrate fiber links’ (SFLs’)
optical spectra, we propose a layered-auxiliary-graph (LAG) ap-
proach that decomposes the physical infrastructure into several
layered graphs according to the bandwidth requirement of a vir-
tual optical network request. With LAG, we design two heuristic
algorithms: one applies LAG to achieve integrated routing and
spectrum assignment in link mapping (i.e., local resource capac-
ity (LRC)-layered shortest-path routing LaSP), while the other re-
alizes coordinated node and link mapping using LAG (i.e., lay-
ered local resource capacity(LaLRC)-LaSP). The simulation results
from three different substrate topologies demonstrate that LaLRC-
LaSP achieves better blocking performance than LRC-LaSP and
an existing benchmark algorithm. For the opaque VONE, an ILP
model is also formulated. We then design a LRC metric that con-
siders the spectrum consecutiveness of SFLs. With this metric, a
novel heuristic for opaque VONE, consecutiveness-aware LRC-K
shortest-path-first fit (CaLRC-KSP-FF), is proposed. Simulation
results show that compared with the existing algorithms, CaLRC-
KSP-FF can reduce the request blocking probability significantly.

Index Terms—Elastic optical networks (EONs), network virtu-
alization, virtual optical network embedding (VONE).

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, in order to adapt to the booming of Internet-
based applications, researchers have proposed to utilize

network virtualization as a solution to overcome the ossification
of the current Internet infrastructure [1]. Meanwhile, the rapid
growth of Internet traffic has been stimulating the research and
development on optical transmission and switching technolo-
gies, for scaling metro and core networks cost-effectively. One
famous example is the introduction of the flexible-grid elas-
tic optical networks (EONs) [2]. With technologies such as the
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optical orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing, EONs al-
low the optical spectra to be allocated at the granularity of a
few gigahertz or even lower, which facilitates agile spectrum
management in the optical layer. Therefore, flexible-grid elastic
optical networking has been considered as a promising enabling
technology for the physical infrastructure of the next generation
Internet [2].

Based on the concept of infrastructure as a service, optical
network virtualization facilitates the sharing of physical infras-
tructure among different users and applications, and enables
network operators to efficiently offer their network resources as
a service [3], [4]. Specifically, a virtual optical network (VON)
can be constructed for each infrastructure renter (user) or ap-
plication, and multiple VONs share the computing, switching
and bandwidth resources in the same physical infrastructure [5].
A VON is composed of several virtual nodes (VNs) intercon-
nected by virtual optical links (VOLs). Typically, a network
operator constructs VONs using virtual optical network em-
bedding (VONE), which allocates necessary resources in the
physical infrastructure to each VON through node mapping
and link mapping. Due to its complexity, VONE has become
a major challenge for optical network virtualization [6]. Even
though VONE over fixed-grid wavelength-division multiplexing
(WDM) networks has been studied extensively [6]–[9], VONE
over flexible-grid EONs has just started to attract research in-
terests [10]–[12]. Because there are additional constraints, the
problem is more complicated.

It is known that VONE can be classified into offline (or static)
and online (or dynamic) problems [13]. The offline VONE ad-
dresses the schemes where all the VON requests are known a
priori, while in the online one, the VON requests can come in
and leave dynamically and are not known before their arrivals.
On the other hand, if we consider whether the connections in
a VON can be set up all-optically in the substrate network,
we can categorize VONE into transparent and opaque scenar-
ios. For the transparent VONE, we assume that there are no
all-optical or optical-to-electrical-to-optical (O/E/O) spectrum
converters in the substrate network. Therefore, to ensure all the
connections in a VON can be established all-optically, we need
to make sure that all the VOLs in a VON use the same spectrum
on substrate fiber links (SFLs), which is also the assumption
in previous work on transparent VONE [6], [12]. On the con-
trary, the opaque VONE only applies the spectrum continuity
constraint to each VOL1.

1Note that in this study, we only allow a VOL to be embedded all-optically,
i.e., for both transparent and opaque VONE, the link mapping has to make sure
that a VOL uses the same optical spectrum on all of its substrate links. and the
connections in a VON may be established opaquely in the substrate network.
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In this paper, we investigate algorithms for both transparent
and opaque VONE over flexible-grid EONs. For transparent
VONE, we first formulate an integer linear programming (ILP)
model that leverages the all-or-nothing multi-commodity flow
in graphs. Then, to consider the continuity and consecutiveness
of SFLs’ optical spectra, we propose a layered-auxiliary-graph
(LAG) approach that decomposes the physical infrastructure
into several layered graphs according to the bandwidth require-
ment of a VON request. With this approach, we design two
heuristic algorithms: one applies LAG to achieve integrated
routing and spectrum assignment (RSA) in link mapping, while
the other realizes coordinated node and link mapping using
LAG. For the opaque VONE, we also first formulate an ILP,
but with a path-based model. Then, we design a local resource
capacity (LRC) metric that considers the spectrum consecutive-
ness of SFLs. Based on it, a novel heuristic for opaque VONE
is proposed.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
surveys the related work on VONE. The network models and
problem descriptions of transparent and opaque VONE over
EONs are provided in Section III. Sections IV and V-A dis-
cuss the ILP models, the heuristics and the performance evalu-
ations of transparent and opaque VONE, respectively. Finally,
Section VI summarizes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Virtual optical network embedding (VONE) realizes resource
allocation for optical network virtualization. Similar to its coun-
terpart for Layer 2/3 network virtualization, VONE generally
consists of two stages, node mapping and link mapping. Most
of the previous studies on VONE were targeted for fixed-grid
WDM networks. Assuming that all the substrate nodes (SNs)
were equipped with sufficient wavelength converters, Zhang
et al. formulated a mixed ILP model and proposed two greedy
heuristics for offline VONE in WDM networks in [7]. However,
since the proposed heuristics perform node mapping and link
mapping separately, coordinated VONE may not be achieved
and there is still margin for performance improvements. In [8],
Peng et al. considered the physical layer impairments (PLIs)
and designed algorithms to achieve online PLI-aware VONE in
WDM networks. Focusing on link mapping, Pages et al. formu-
lated ILP models for opaque and transparent VONE in WDM
networks in [6]. Note that the investigations in [6] and [8] did
not consider node mapping in VONE. Several heuristic algo-
rithms were laid out in [9] to jointly consider the node and link
mapping of opaque VONE in WDM networks.

Recent studies have suggested that optical network virtual-
ization over flexible-grid EONs can potentially provide efficient
support to emerging cloud services, especially for the highly-
distributed and data-intensive applications such as petabits-scale
grid computing [2]–[4]. The operation principles and key en-
abling technologies for this type of optical network virtualiza-
tion were reviewed in [3] and [4]. The reviews pointed out that
the bandwidth-variable transponders require a VOL to use fre-
quency slots (FS’) that are spectrally contiguous. Hence, the

Fig. 1. Examples of the transparent and opaque VONE. (a) Substrate EON.
(b) Transparent VON request. (c) Transparent VONE result. (d) Opaque VON
request. (e) Opaque VONE result.

corresponding VONE needs to deal with additional constraints,
which make the algorithms developed for VONE in WDM net-
works not directly applicable. In [10], Pages et al. considered
link mapping in EONs but did not address flexible node map-
ping. An ILP model and two heuristics for the opaque VONE
over EONs were proposed in [11], where the authors assumed
that multiple VNs could be mapped onto the same SN. This
assumption, however, limits the practicalness of the VONE
algorithms, especially for the situations where the bandwidth
requirement between VNs is too large for the internal chan-
nels of a SN. Moreover, some VONE schemes require location-
constrained node mapping or high availability of the VON [14],
which can also make mapping multiple VNs to the same SN not
feasible.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTIONS

A. Network Model

In this study, we model the substrate EON as an undirected
graph, denoted as Gs(V s, Es), where V s is the set of SNs,
and Es represents the set of SFLs. Each SN vs ∈ V s has a
computing capacity of cs

vs . Based on the operation principle of
EONs [2], [15], we assume that each SFL es ∈ Es can accom-
modate Bs FS’. Fig. 1(a) illustrates an example of the substrate
EON, where the numbers in the boxes around the SNs (A–E)
are their computing capacities, and the slots on each SFL cor-
responds to its spectrum utilization. We can define a bit-mask
bs
es that contains Bs bits to describe the spectrum utilization

of an SFL es , i.e., bs
es [j] = 1 indicates that the jth FS on es is

occupied, otherwise, bs
es [j] = 0. With bs

es , we obtain two impor-
tant parameters of the spectrum utilization: ws

es and zs
es , which

denote the starting and ending FS indices of the maximal con-
tiguous slot-blocks (MCSBs) on es . Fig. 2 shows an example of
the MCSBs on a SFL.

Definition 1: A contiguous slot-block (CSB) is a block of one
or more FS’ that are available and contiguous in the spectrum
domain.
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Fig. 2. An example of the MCSBs on an SFL.

Definition 2: A MCSB is a CSB that includes all the available
and contiguous FS(s) at a spectral location.

B. VONE Process

Similar to the substrate topology, a VON request can also
modeled as an undirected graph Gr (V r , Er ), where V r is the set
of VNs, and Er represents the set of VOLs. Each VN vr ∈ V r

associates with a computing resource requirement cr
vr , while the

bandwidth requirement of each VOL er ∈ Er is bwr
er (in terms

of Gb/s). In this study, we consider both node mapping and link
mapping in the VONE process. In the node mapping, each VN
from the VON request is mapped onto a unique SN that has
sufficient computing capacity.2 The link mapping is essentially
a special RSA operation. Specifically, the RSA sets up a light-
path in the physical infrastructure for each VOL to satisfy its
bandwidth requirement, under the spectrum non-overlapping,
continuity and contiguous constraints [12].

1) Transparent VONE: As we have explained in Section I,
the transparent VONE needs to make sure that all the VOLs in
a VON use the same spectrum on SFLs. More specifically, the
CSBs allocated to all the VOLs in a VON request should be the
same in terms of indices. Hence, the bandwidth requirements of
all the VOLs are the same in a VON request, and for simplicity,
we denote them as nr in terms of FS’ (i.e., bwr

er = nr · CFS ,
where CFS is the capacity of a single FS). Fig. 1(b) shows
a transparent VON request, where the numbers in the boxes
around the VNs are their computing resource requirements and
the numbers on the VOLs are the bandwidth requirements nr .
Fig. 1(c) shows the VONE result in the substrate network after
embedding the VON request in Fig. 1(b) successfully. The node
mapping is {a → C, b → B, c → E}, while the link mapping
is {(a, b) → (C,B), (a, c) → (C,E)} with the assigned CSB
highlighted as green slots.

2) Opaque VONE: Different from the transparent one, the
opaque VONE only needs to confirm that all the SFLs of a
VOL use the same spectrum, i.e., the lightpath in the phys-
ical infrastructure for a VOL is set up under the spectrum
continuity constraint. Therefore, the bandwidth requirements
of the VOLs in a VON can be different and each VOL
can be allocated to different CSBs with different modulation-
levels. Fig. 1(d) shows an opaque VON request, where the
computing resource and bandwidth requirements are labeled
similarly as in Fig. 1(b), with the only difference that the
bandwidth requirements are in terms of gigabite per second.

2Note that in this study, we only consider one-to-one node mapping, i.e., VN
splitting and VN merging are not allowed in the node mapping.

The opaque VONE result is shown in Fig. 1(e). The node
mapping is {d → E, e → C, f → B, h → D}, and the link
mapping is {(d, e) → {(E,C), 4 − 6}, (e, f) → {(C,B), 5 −
6}, (f, h) → {(B,D), 2 − 2}, (h, d) → {(D,E), 5 − 6}}.

Here, the link mapping result is denoted differently from that
of the transparent VONE. On the right side of the arrow, the first
term is the substrate lightpath, and the second one shows the
starting and ending FS indices of the assigned CSB. Note that
in this example, for simplicity, we assume that the modulation-
levels for all the VOLs are BPSK, and a single BPSK FS can
carry 12.5 Gb/s capacity. More details about how to determine
the modulation-levels would be explained in Section V-A.

IV. TRANSPARENT VONE OVER EONS

A. ILP Formulation

In this section, we formulate an ILP model for transparent
VONE over EONs. The ILP formulation is inspired by the all-
or-nothing multi-commodity flow problem [16], and its details
are as follows.

Parameters:
1) Gs(V s, Es) Substrate topology of the physical

infrastructure.
2) cs

vs Computing capacity of each SN vs ∈ V s .
3) Bs Total number of FS’ on each SFL es ∈ Es .
4) ws

(us ,v s ),k Starting FS index of the kth MCSB on the SFL
es = (us, vs).

5) zs
(us ,v s ),k Ending FS index of the kth MCSB on the SFL

es = (us, vs).
6) Gr (V r , Er ) The VON request.
7) sr

er /dr
er End-nodes of the VOL er ∈ Er .

8) cr
vr Computing resource requirement of the VN vr ∈ V r .

9) nr Bandwidth requirement of each VOL in the VON.
Variables:
1) ξvr ,v s Boolean variable that equals 1, if the VN vr is

mapped onto the SN vs , otherwise, ξvr ,v s = 0.
2) fer

us ,v s Boolean all-or-nothing flow variable that equals 1
if the all-or-nothing flow is on the SFL es = (us, vs) for
the VOL er ∈ Er , otherwise, it is 0.

3) δ
(k)
(us ,v s ) Boolean variable that equals 1, if a CSB in the kth

MCSB on the SFL es = (us, vs) is assigned to the VON
request Gr (V r , Er ), otherwise, it is 0.

4) w Integer variable that indicates the starting FS index of
the CSB assigned to the VON request Gr (V r , Er ).

5) z Integer variable that indicates the ending FS index of the
CSB assigned to the VON request Gr (V r , Er ).

Objective:

Minimize w + Bs ·
∑

er ∈E r

∑

(us ,v s )∈E s

fer

us ,v s . (1)

With the objective in (1), we aim to minimizing the total number
of used FS’ for the VON request as well as the starting FS index
of the assigned CSB.
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Constraints:
1) Node mapping,

∑

vs ∈V s

ξvr ,v s = 1, ∀vr ∈ V r (2)

∑

v r ∈V r

ξvr ,v s ≤ 1, ∀vs ∈ V s. (3)

Equations (2)–(3) ensure that each VN in the VON request
is mapped onto a unique SN,

∑

vs ∈V s

ξvr ,v s · cs
vs ≥ cr

vr , ∀vr ∈ V r . (4)

Equation (4) ensures that the embedded SN has enough
computing capacity to accommodate the VN.

2) Link mapping,
∑

(us ,v s )∈E s

fer

us ,v s −
∑

(vs ,us )∈E s

fer

v s ,us = ξsr
e r ,us − ξdr

e r ,us

∀er ∈ Er ,∀us ∈ V s. (5)

Equation (5) is the flow conservation constraint. This con-
straint ensures that on all the SNs, the total number of
the in-flows equals to that of the out-flows, except for the
embedded SNs for the end-nodes of the VOL:

∑

er ∈E r

(fer

us ,v s + fer

v s ,us ) ≤ 1, ∀(us, vs) ∈ Es. (6)

Equation (6) ensures that for all the VOLs, their embedded
lightpaths in the substrate topology are link- disjoint:

z − w + 1 = nr . (7)

Equation (7) ensures that the size of the assigned CSB for
the VON request can satisfy its bandwidth requirement:
∑

k

δ
(k)
(us ,v s ) =

∑

er ∈E r

(fer

us ,v s + fer

v s ,us ), ∀(us, vs) ∈ Es

(8)

w ≥ ws
(us ,v s ),k · δ(k)

(us ,v s ) , ∀(us, vs) ∈ Es,∀k (9)

z ≤ (zs
(us ,v s ),k − Bs) · δ(k)

(us ,v s ) + Bs

∀(us, vs) ∈ Es,∀k. (10)

Equations (8)–(10) make sure that the assigned CSB for
Gr (V r , Er ) is located in a single MCSB on the SFLs, and
the size of the MCSB is bigger than or equal to that of the
assigned CSB.

3) Variable range:

ξvr ,v s ∈ {0, 1}, ∀vr ∈ V r , vs ∈ V s (11)

fer

us ,v s , δ
(k)
(us ,v s ) ∈ {0, 1}, ∀(us, vs) ∈ Es,∀er ∈ Er ,∀k

(12)

w, z ∈ [1, Bs ]. (13)

Equations (11)–(13) limit the ranges of the variables.

B. Heuristic Algorithms

In this section, we propose two heuristic algorithms for the
transparent VONE. Both of the algorithms are based on a LAG
approach, which decomposes the substrate network into several
layered graphs according to the bandwidth requirement of the
VON request.

1) LAG Approach: For a VON request, Gr (V r , Er ), we first
convert its bandwidth requirement bwr

er to the number of re-
quired FS’ nr , according to the bandwidth of the FS and the
modulation-level supported in the substrate network. Then, by
scanning the spectrum utilization of all the SFLs, we decompose
the substrate topology into several layers. Specifically, for the
kth layer, the LAG approach checks whether the CSB cover-
ing kth to (k + nr − 1)th FS’ exists on each SFL es ∈ Es . If
the CSB exists on an SFL es , es is inserted into the kth layer,
denoted as Gsub

k . Algorithm 1 explains the details of the LAG
approach.

2) Node Mapping: It is known that for network virtualiza-
tion, the node mapping can be achieved with the aid of the
LRC [17]. We therefore consider to modify the definition of the
LRC for Layer 2/3 network virtualization and adapt it to our
VONE problem. In order to investigate the performance of the
node mapping, we come up with two definitions as follows.

Definition 3: For a topology G(V,E) in which the computing
capacity of a node v is cv , and the bandwidth capacity of a link
e is bwe , the LRC of node v is defined as follows Note that this
definition works for both the substrate network and the VON
requests. For VON requests, the resource capacities should be
replaced by the corresponding resource requirements3:

h(1)
v = cv ·

∑

(v ,u)∈E

bw(v ,u) , ∀v ∈ V. (14)

Note that, in the kth layer LAG Gsub
k , the node computing

capacities equal to those in the substrate topology Gs(V s, Es),
but the link bandwidth capacity is nr for each link.

Definition 4: For an LAG Gsub
k (V,E), the definition of the

layered LRC (LaLRC) is as follows:

h(2)
v = cv · βv , ∀v ∈ V (15)

where βv is the degree of the node v in the LAG Gsub
k .

3Note that this definition works for both the substrate network and the VON
requests. For VON requests, the resource capacities should be replaced by the
corresponding resource requirements.
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Based on LRC or LaLRC, we design a greedy node mapping
algorithm. We first calculate the LRC for each VN in the VON
request, and then compute LRC for each SN in the substrate
network Gs or the LaLRC for each SN in the connected com-
ponent Gsub

k,j of the LAG Gsub
k . The node mapping embeds the

VN with the largest LRC onto the feasible SN that also has the
largest LRC or LaLRC. Algorithm 2 provides the details of the
node mapping process.

3) Link Mapping: When all the VNs have been embedded
successfully, we use the shortest-path routing for the link map-
ping. More specifically, the proposed link mapping algorithm
sets up a lightpath in an LAG of the substrate network with the
shortest-path routing for a VOL, and then removes the links in
the lightpath from the LAG. Since the principle of construct-
ing the LAG makes sure that both the routing path and the FS’
on them are available for a VOL, we achieve integrated RSA.
These procedures are done sequentially until the lightpaths of
all VOLs have been set up successfully. Algorithm 3 shows the
detailed procedures of the link mapping.

4) Overall VONE Algorithms: Based on whether the heuris-
tic utilizes the LRC in (14) or the LaLRC in (15) in the node map-
ping, we name them as LRC-LaSP and LaLRC-layered shortest-

Fig. 3. Six-node topology.

path routing (LaSP), respectively. The terms before the hyphen
indicate the algorithms’ node mapping schemes, while the ones
after are for their link mapping schemes. Here, LaSP stands for
“layered shortest-path routing,” since both algorithms rely on
the LAG for integrated RSA in the link mapping. Algorithms 4
and 5 show the overall procedures of the LRC-LaSP and LaLRC-
LaSP algorithms, respectively.

C. Performance Evaluation of Transparent VONE

We design simulations to evaluate the performance of the
proposed algorithms with three substrate network topologies, a
simple six-node topology shown in Fig. 3, a realistic Deutsche
Telecom (DT) topology with 14 nodes and 23 links [18] and a
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR TRANSPARENT VONE

Fig. 4. Simulation results on request blocking probability for transparent VONE. (a) Six-node topology. (b) DT topology. (c) Random topology.

random topology with 50 nodes and 141 links that is generated
using the GT-ITM tool [19]. For the six-node and the random
topologies, we assume that the length of each SFL is identical as
100 km, and the SFLs in the DT topology have the same lengths
as those in [18]. The VON requests are also generated using
the GT-ITM tool. The number of VNs in each VON request is
uniformly distributed in a preset range, and the probability that
a VN-pair is directly connected equals 0.5, which means that
there would be n ·(n−1)

4 VOLs on average for a VON request
with n VNs. We consider dynamic VONE and generate the
VON requests with the Poisson traffic model. The rest of the
simulation parameters are in Table I.

1) Benchmark Algorithm: For the benchmark algorithm, we
modify the algorithm in [17] and adapt it to VONE over EONs.
Since the benchmark algorithm considers the LRC in the node
mapping and utilizes the shortest-path routing and first-fit spec-
trum assignment for the link mapping, we name it as LRC-SP-
FF.

2) Performance Metrics: We consider the request blocking
probability, which is defined as the ratio of blocked to total
arrived VON requests during the network operation, as the major
performance metric. On the other hand, the lengths of substrate
lightpaths can affect the quality of VONE, since the transmission
delays and the PLIs depend on them [8]. Therefore, we also
record the average length of the longest substrate lightpath per
VON request.

3) Simulation Results: Fig. 4 shows the blocking probabili-
ties obtained from the three topologies. We observe that among
the algorithms, the benchmark algorithm, LRC-SP-FF, always
provides the worst blocking performance. This observation ver-
ifies that the algorithms for VONE over EONs need special
designs and they have to consider the spectrum utilization of
substrate networks properly. Fig. 4(a) shows that the blocking
performance of LaLRC-LaSP, LRC-LaSP and ILP is compa-

rable, and ILP performs slightly worse than LaLRC-LaSP and
LRC-LaSP for traffic loads lower than 50 Erlangs. Even though
the ILP can get the optimal solution for each VON request and
arrange the spectrum utilization in the most compact way for
the time being, it is still a greedy algorithm from the perspec-
tive of overall network operation and cannot achieve the global
optimum for all VON requests.

For the DT and random topologies, we skip the simulations
with the ILP due to the high computational complexity. In
Fig. 4(b) and (c), we can see that LaLRC-LaSP achieves the
lowest blocking probability for all the cases. LRC-LaSP outper-
forms LRC-SP-FF in the random topology, while their block
performance is comparable in the DT topology. These results
suggest that the proposed LAG approach can improve the block-
ing performance, since it takes the information of spectrum
utilization into consideration during VONE. Because LaLRC-
LaSP involves LAG in both node mapping and link mapping, it
achieves the best blocking performance.

Fig. 5 shows simulation results on the average length of the
longest substrate light path per VON request. In Fig. 5(a), we
observe that the ILP provides the shortest lengths for all the
cases in the six-node topology. Since the results are all around
100 km, we can conclude that the ILP manages to map most
of the VOLs onto substrate lightpaths that only have one hop.
The results from LaLRC-LaSP are the second shortest, while
those from LRC-LaSP are the longest. In Figs. 5(b) and (c), we
can still see that results from LRC-LaSP are the longest. This
phenomenon can be explained as follows. Without the LAG
approach, the node mapping in LRC-LaSP can deviate much
from the optimum, while due to spectrum unavailability, its
subsequent link mapping with LAG may not select the shortest
substrate lightpath. Therefore, these two negative factors add up
and cause LRC-LaSP to provide the longest average maximum
lengths.
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Fig. 5. Simulation results on average length of the longest substrate lightpath per VON request for transparent VONE. (a) Six-node topology. (b) DT topology.
(c) Random topology.

In Fig. 5(c), it is interesting to notice that the lengths from the
benchmark algorithm, LRC-SP-FF, are shorter than those from
LaLRC-LaSP. Since LRC-SP-FF does not make full use of the
information of spectrum utilization, it does not consider the
spectrum continuity in the node mapping and always selects the
shortest substrate lightpath for the link mapping regardless of its
spectrum utilization. Therefore, in a relatively large topology as
the random topology, LRC-SP-FF can provide shorter lengths
of the substrate light paths. Meanwhile, it can also cause more
congestions on certain links easily. The rationale can be verified
with the blocking performance in Fig. 4(c), where LRC-LaSP
achieves much lower blocking probability than LRC-SP-FF.

V. OPAQUE VONE OVER EONS

A. ILP Formulation

In this section, we develop a path-based ILP formulation for
the opaque VONE over EONs. Initially, for each node pair in
the substrate network Gs(V s, Es), by using Yen’s K-shortest
path algorithm [20], we calculate K shortest paths whose trans-
mission distances are within the maximum transmission reach
of the lowest possible modulation-level4. Note that for the
opaque VONE, we consider the case that the substrate lightpath
can select its modulation-level adaptively from BPSK, QPSK,
8QAM, and 16QAM according to the transmission distance
(i.e., the PLIs) [21]. We assume that the bandwidth of one FS
is 12.5 GHz and it can carry CFS = 12.5 Gb/s signal when the
modulation-level is BPSK. Based on the experimental results
in [21] and [22], we set the transmission reach of BPSK, QPSK,
8QAM, and 16QAM signals as 3000, 1500, 750, and 375 km,
respectively, and therefore the maximum transmission reach of
the lowest possible modulation-level, BPSK, is 3000 km. When
the transmission distance of a VOL’s substrate lightpath per-
mits, we always select the highest possible modulation level for
it for the highest spectral efficiency [23], [24]. Hence, for all the
precalculated substrate routing paths, their modulation-levels to
use are also predetermined. The ILP formulation is as follows5.

Parameters:

4Note that, if we cannot find K paths that are within the maximum transmis-
sion reach, we just use all feasible paths.

5Note that the parameters and variables that are the same as those in the ILP
formulation of the transparent VONE are omitted here.

1) Ps Set of all the precalculated routing paths in the sub-
strate network Gs(V s, Es).

2) ss
ps Source node of the path ps ∈ Ps .

3) ds
ps Destination node of the path ps ∈ Ps .

4) Ps
es : Set of the routing paths that use the SFL es , obviously,

Ps
es ⊂ Ps .

5) ms
ps Highest modulation-level for the path ps .

6) bwr
er Bandwidth requirement of the VOL er in the VON

request Gr (V r , Er ).
7) ws

es ,k Starting FS index of the kth MCSB on SFL es .
8) zs

es ,k Ending FS index of the kth MCSB on SFL es .
Variables:
1) ζer ,ps Boolean variable that equals 1, if a VOL er is

mapped onto the substrate lightpath ps , otherwise, it is
0.

2) πer ,es Boolean variable that equals 1, if a VOL er uses the
SFL es , otherwise, it is 0.

3) σer
1 ,er

2
Boolean variable that equals 1, if two VOLs er

1 and
er

2 use common SFL(s), otherwise, it is 0.
4) ρer

1 ,er
2

Boolean variable that equals 1, if the starting FS
index of the assigned CSB of the VOL er

1 is smaller than
that of the VOL er

2 , otherwise, it is 0.
5) wer Integer variable that indicates the starting FS index of

the assigned CSB for VOL er .
6) zer Integer variable that indicates the ending FS index of

the assigned CSB for VOL er .
7) δ

(k)
er ,es Boolean variable that equals 1, if the kth MCSB on

an SFL es is selected to serve the VOL er , otherwise, it is
0.

Objective:

Minimize
∑

er ∈E r

∑

ps ∈P s

ζer ,ps · |ps | ·
⌈

bwr
er

ms
ps · CFS

⌉
(16)

where CFS = 12.5 Gb/s is the capacity of one FS when the
modulation level is BPSK, |ps | returns the hop count of ps , and
ms

ps is the modulation-level for ps , which equals to 1, 2, 3, and 4,
for BPSK, QPSK, 8QAM, and 16QAM, respectively. The term

� bwr

e r

ms
p s ·CF S

	 calculates the number of FS’ that we need to allocate

to VOL er , when it is mapped onto the substrate light path ps .
The objective in (16) aims to minimizing the total number of
assigned FS’ for the VON request.
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Constraints:
1) Node mapping,

The node mapping constraints are the same as those in the
transparent VONE.

2) Link mapping,

ζer ,ps ≤ ξsr
e r ,ss

p s
, ∀er ∈ Er ,∀ps ∈ Ps (17)

ζer ,ps ≤ ξdr
e r ,ds

p s
, ∀er ∈ Er ,∀ps ∈ Ps (18)

∑

ps ∈P s

ζer ,ps = 1, ∀er ∈ Er (19)

∑

er ∈E r

ζer ,ps ≤ 1, ∀ps ∈ Ps. (20)

Equations (17)–(20) ensure that each VOL is mapped onto a
single substrate lightpath, and the end nodes of the lightpath
are the embedded SNs that the corresponding VNs are mapped
onto,

σer
1 ,er

2
≥ ζer

1 ,ps
1
+ ζer

2 ,ps
2
− 1,∀er

1 , e
r
2 ∈ Er ,∀ps

1 , p
s
2 ∈ Ps

es

(21)

ρer
1 ,er

2
+ ρer

2 ,er
1

= 1, ∀er
1 , e

r
2 ∈ Er (22)

zer
2
− wer

1
+ 1 ≤ Bs · (1 + ρer

1 ,er
2
− σer

1 ,er
2
), ∀er

1 , e
r
2 ∈ Er

(23)

zer
1
− wer

2
+ 1 ≤ Bs · (2 − ρer

1 ,er
2
− σer

1 ,er
2
), ∀er

1 , e
r
2 ∈ Er .

(24)

Equations (21)–(24) together with (26)–(29) ensure that the
spectrum assigned to any VOL is contiguous and the spec-
tra assigned to any two VOLs whose substrate lightpaths have
common SFL(s) do not overlap,

zer − wer + 1 =
∑

ps ∈P s

ζer ,ps ·
⌈

bwr
er

ms
ps · CFS

⌉
, ∀er ∈ Er

(25)
Equation (25) ensures that the number of FS’ assigned to each
VOL can satisfy its bandwidth requirement:

πer ,es ≥ ζer ,ps , ∀er ∈ Er , ∀es ∈ Es, ∀ps ∈ Ps
es (26)

∑

k

δ
(k)
er ,es = πer ,es , ∀er ∈ Er , ∀es ∈ Es (27)

wer ≥ws
es ,k · (δ(k)

er ,es + πer ,es − 1), ∀er ∈Er , ∀es ∈ Es, ∀k

(28)

zer − zs
es ,k ≤ Bs · (2 − δ

(k)
er ,es − πer ,es ), ∀er ∈ Er

∀es ∈ Es, ∀k. (29)

Equations (26)–(29) ensure that the assigned CSB for each VOL
in the VON request locates in a single MCSB on SFL es , and
the MCSB’s size is not smaller than that of the assigned CSB.

Variable range,

πer ,es , δ
(k)
er ,es ∈ {0, 1}, ∀er ∈ Er , ∀es ∈ Es, ∀k (30)

ζer ,ps ,∈ {0, 1}, ∀er ∈ Er , ∀ps ∈ Ps (31)

σer
1 ,er

2
, ρer

1 ,er
2
∈ {0, 1}, ∀er

1 , e
r
2 ∈ Er (32)

wer , zer ∈ [1, Bs ], er ∈ Er . (33)

Equations (30)–(33) limit the ranges of the variables.

B. Heuristic Algorithm

Due to its computational complexity, solving the ILP may
not be suitable for online opaque VONE. Therefore, we propose
an efficient heuristic algorithm that considers the spectrum con-
secutiveness during the opaque VONE. The proposed algorithm
consists of two stages, node mapping and link mapping. The
node mapping utilizes a consecutiveness-aware LRC, and the
link mapping is based on K shortest-path routing and first-fit
spectrum assignment.

1) Consecutiveness-Aware LRC: For the opaque VONE, we
design a consecutiveness-aware LRC (CaLRC) that considers
the spectrum consecutiveness of each SFL.

Definition 5: For a substrate network Gs(V s, Es), the defini-
tion of the CaLRC is as follows:

h
(3)
vs = cs

vs ·
∑

(vs ,us )∈E s

q(vs ,us ) , ∀vs ∈ V s (34)

where q(vs ,us ) is the spectrum consecutiveness of the SFL
(vs, us), which is modified from the definition in [25] as

qes =
∑

k

n
(k )
e s∑

i=1

(n(k)
es − i + 1) · αi, ∀es = (vs, us) ∈ Es

(35)
where n

(k)
es = zs

es ,k − ws
es ,k + 1 is the size of the kth MCSB on

SFL es in terms of FS’, and αi is the weight coefficient for the
CSB that has a size of i FS’,

αi =
{

1, i ∈ Nr

0, otherwise
(36)

where Nr is the set of all the possible numbers of FS’ required
by the VON request.

2) Overall VONE Algorithm: With CaLRC, the node map-
ping is done as follows, whenever the VN’s computing resource
requirement can be satisfied, we map the VN with the largest
LRC onto the unmarked SN that has the largest CaLRC. In the
link mapping, the VOLs are first sorted based on their band-
width requirements in descending order, and RSA is performed
for each VOL with the K shortest-path (KSP) routing and first-fit
(FF) spectrum assignment. Algorithm 6 illustrates the proposed
CaLRC-KSP-FF algorithm.

Leftleft Thisthis Upup UnionUnion FindCompressFindCom-
press Inputinput Outputoutput VONE status F

Gs
temp = Gs

calculate CaLRC for each SN vs in Gs

calculate LRC for each VN vr in Gr

all vr in descending order of LRCs F = FAILED
all unmarked vs in descending order of CaLRCs cs

vs ≥ cr
vr

map vr onto vs

mark vs as selected
F = SUCCEEDED
break F = FAILED mark Gr as blocked
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR OPAQUE VONE

Fig. 6. Simulation results on request blocking probability for opaque VONE. (a) Six-node topology. (b) DT topology. (c) Random topology.

Gs = Gs
temp

return (F )
all er in descending order of bwr

er F = FAILED
k = 1 to K
perform link mapping for er with the kth shortest path pk

between the two embedded SNs for the end-nodes of er

link mapping is successful
F = SUCCEEDED
break
mark Gr as blocked
Gs = Gs

temp

return (F )
return (F )
CaLRC-KSP-FF Algorithm

C. Performance Evaluation of Opaque VONE

We evaluate the performance of the proposed opaque VONE
algorithms with the similar simulation setup as that in Sec-
tion IV-C. The new/different simulation parameters are summa-
rized in Table II. For the benchmark algorithms, we use LRC-
KSP-FF and FF. LRC-KSP-FF is similar to LRC-SP-FF with
the only difference that each SN-pair has K shortest routing
paths for the link mapping. FF is modified from the FF algo-
rithm proposed in [11]6, which embeds each VN onto the first
SN that has enough computing resources and then applies the
K-shortest-paths based link mapping. Note that in our imple-
mentation, we do not allow FF to embed different VNs in the
same VON request onto the same SN.

6Note that in [11], the authors also proposed a link-list (LL) VONE algorithm.
However, for embedding each VOL, LL needs to evaluate all the possible
substrate light paths. In our case, this means that we may need to evaluate
|V s |( |V s |−1)

2 · K substrate light paths for embedding a VOL. The computational
complexity of LL is too high for our case
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Fig. 7. Simulation results on average length of the longest substrate lightpath per VON request for opaque VONE. (a) Six-node topology. (b) DT topology.
(c) Random topology.

1) Simulation Results: Fig. 6 illustrates the simulation re-
sults on the blocking probability. We can see that CaLRC-KSP-
FF achieves the best blocking performance for all the cases,
and its blocking performance is slightly better than that of ILP
in the six-node topology. This is because CaLRC-KSP-FF con-
sider the spectrum consecutiveness of each SFL properly during
VONE. The blocking performance of FF is comparable with
LRC-KSP-FF in the six-node and random topologies, while in
the DT topology, FF outperforms LRC-KSP-FF significantly.
Fig. 7 shows the results on the average length of the longest
substrate light path per VON request. FF provides shorter re-
sults than CaLRC-KSP-FF in the six-node and DT topologies,
but in the random topology, its results are longer than those from
CaLRC-KSP-FF.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied algorithms for both transparent and
opaque VONE over EONs. For transparent VONE, we first for-
mulated an ILP model that leveraged the all-or-nothing multi-
commodity flow in graphs. Then, to consider the continuity and
consecutiveness of SFLs’ optical spectra, we proposed a LAG
approach that decomposed the physical infrastructure into sev-
eral layered graphs according to the bandwidth requirement of
a VON request. With this approach, we designed two heuris-
tic algorithms: one applies LAG to achieve integrated RSA in
link mapping (i.e., LRC-LaSP), while the other realizes coordi-
nated node and link mapping using LAG (i.e., LaLRC-LaSP).
The simulation results from three different substrate topolo-
gies demonstrated that LaLRC-LaSP achieved better blocking
performance than LRC-LaSP and an existing benchmark algo-
rithm. For the opaque VONE, an ILP model was also formulated.
We then designed a LRC metric that considered the spectrum
consecutiveness of SFLs. With this metric, a novel heuristic
for opaque VONE, CaLRC-KSP-FF, was proposed. Simula-
tion results showed that compared with the existing algorithms,
CaLRC-KSP-FF could reduce the request blocking probability
significantly.
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